
    
      The requested URL does not exist

      
	The page does not exist. Kind of makes me wonder, what is it
	you are actually reading right now? Does this error message
	exist? Maybe, maybe not, it is all a matter of
	definition. Kind of makes me wonder, how do you define
	existence? I think different people define existence in
	different ways, sometimes even the same people define
	existence in different ways. Kind of makes me wonder does the
	people even exist? I hope we can agree they do, at least for
	as long as they both shall live.
      

      
	So what is existence any way? I first came to think
	mathematicians and physicians have different definitions. That
	leads to funny thoughts about parallel universes, more about
	that later. Kinds of make me wonder, do you have to be
	schizophrenic to study both mathematics and physics? Well,
	back to the definitions of existence, I came to think there
	are more than just two, so here goes the list so far:
      

      	
	  Mathematics: Anything that can be defined in
	  mathematical terms and doesn't lead to inconsistence
	  exists.
	
	
	  Physics: Anything that has a physical representation
	  in our universe exists.
	
	
	  Computer science: It exists if and only if the
	  computer says so. Standards define how to interpret what the
	  computer says. So if the webserver says 200 it does exists,
	  if it says 404 it does not exist. Funny since it still gives
	  you a document.
	
	
	  Microsoft: I could tell you, but then I would have to
	  kill you.
	


      
	Kinds of makes me wonder, does physical existence imply
	mathematical existence? I think it does, but I don't know how
	to prove it. I don't even know how to define the proof, so I
	cannot even prove that a proof exists. Do parallel universes
	exist? With the mathematical definition of existence they must
	do. I can define a universe similar to ours with just a few
	minor differences like for example me being the welthiest man
	in the world, so such a parallel universe does exist, but what
	good does it do me? Kind of devaluates existence. From the
	physical definition of existence parallel universes cannot
	exist. If a universe had any connection with ours whatsoever
	(like one being able to affect the other), then it wouldn't be
	a different universe but rather a part of ours just not yet
	discovered. If there is no connection the other universe is
	physically nonexistent. Of course physicians in the other
	universe would say, we don't exist. But who cares what
	nonexisting physicians says?
      

      
	Seriously Microsoft will not use the same definitions as the
	rest of the world, because if they did, what kind of power
	would they have? I mean if you can force your definition upon
	the rest of the world even when they don't want it, then you
	really do have power. Of course if the rest of the world knew
	their definition what would it be worth. You can only be told
	what definition they use, if you sell your soul to the devil.
	The contract is called an NDA and I don't know what those
	letters really stands for. I do however think I know who the
	devil really is, his name is not Lucifer as you might have
	read somewhere, his name is William or just Bill as people
	prefer to call him. The evidence is on the net, so it must
	exist. Well all this Microsoft stuff really bothers me. Each
	and every time you have a computer problem - if you start
	searching for the real cause it will naturally lead you to
	Microsoft. Take for example all the web servers on the net,
	that doesn't know how to produce a correct 404 error. Why is
	it so? What they do is, they give a 301 or 302 redirection to
	their error page, or just serve it with a 200 code. Kind of
	makes me wonder, does that mean those servers serve an
	infinite amount of crap, all those pages really exist, at
	least from the computer scientist's definition. Well, right
	now we are talking about Microsoft, so that definition doesn't
	apply, the truth is something else. On second thought I
	shouldn't be using the word truth about something comming from
	Microsoft, so I'd rather modify my words: The lie is something
	else. Since I don't know what that lie is anyway, since I
	didn't sell my soul to the devil, I'd better go on ranting
	about something else, which is actually why I'm writing all
	this: Friendly Error Messages (or whatever it is they call
	them). At least they aren't friendly. The browser find
	something is wrong, the server told it so. The server tells
	the browser two things. A short code explaining what is wrong
	probably just 404 which means the document doesn't exist. And
	a human readable explanation. However the browser doesn't want
	to show this human readable explanation to a human, rather
	they give a frindly error message not telling the user
	anything about what the problem is. So now if any server
	produces a friendly error message, the browser decides to
	replace this friendly error message with another "friendly"
	error message written by someone without the slightest clue
	about the problem. So now servers that really want to show the
	user a friendly error message need to lie, and say the
	document does exist even though it doesn't. Well, since you
	are reading this, you are probably not using one of those
	"friendly" brwosers, but rather a truly userfriendly browser,
	or you just disabled this "friendly" feature, which means you
	probably agree with me. Kinds of makes me realize, anybody
	ever reading this should already agree with me. Knowing most
	readers will probably agree with me makes me feel more
	comfortable about writing this, I don't like criticism, but I
	do like people agreeing with me. The reason for not liking
	criticism is, that it is usually presented by people not
	knowing what they are talking about. I on the other hand
	usually know what I am talking about, and I'm right. Criticism
	is worthless, or even have a negative value, as it will
	confuse people who would otherwise have known how things
	really are from what I told them.
      

      
	If you are going to verify the validity of this document by
	using the icon below, the validator is probably going to find,
	that this document does not exist. This brings me back again
	to the computer scientist definition of existence. This
	document does exist, just not here. It does exist in
	a different location, feel free to read
	it if you like.
      

      
	After reading all this, you are probably wondering. Is
	this guy serious, or is he joking? I can only
	answer your question with a famous quote (originally written
	in danish by Piet Hein):
      

      
	
	  Taking fun as simply fun

	  and earnestness in earnest

	  shows how thoroughly thou none

	  of the two discernest.?
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